
      
 

Gina Ross, MFCT: The Case for Body/Mind/Spirit Integration 
 

 
Gina Ross, MFCT, is Founder/President of the International Trauma-Healing Institute in the US (ITI-US) and its Israeli branch 
(ITI-Israel).  A specialist in individual and collective trauma, she is the author of a series of books, “Beyond the Trauma 
Vortex into the Healing Vortex,” targeting 10 social sectors implicated in amplifying or healing trauma.  In this session we 
explore  strengthening the body, sharpening the mind and elevating the spirit by bridging important parts of self.  
 

TOP EMBODIMENT TIP: Use a grounding technique to self-regulate, and discharge trauma upon activation.   
 

Need for Integration: Who we are going to be depends upon integration of mind, body and spirit.  
- We may serve the “good” or the “bad”. Which one you serve, depends upon integration. 
- There is only one version of each soul. You are important. 

 
What is Trauma: Stuck energy. 

- High stress, fear, anger, pain, caused by anything that takes us to overwhelm and the feeling of loss of control. 
- If you don’t defend, energy will get stuck.  
- There are symptoms of stuck energy, specific to the mind, body and soul. 
- There are also early signs of trauma activation, which are specific to mind, body and soul. 

 
Releasing Trauma: How to recognize early signs of activation and how to release it. 

- The body is essential to releasing trauma. 
- Discharge upon activation. 
- Tools for release: breath, life energy, prayer or blessing.  Intention is important. 
- Reframing the victim role.  

 
Pineal Gland: Powerful & precious. 

- The third eye is our intuition center and delivers the DMT hormone. 
 
Wrap Up: Integration of mind, body and soul brings us into our own unique power and potential. 

- Do this so you may be the unique soul you were meant to be. 
 
Resources 
❖ Latest Book: “Breaking News! The Media and the Trauma Vortex: Understanding News Reporting, Journalists and 

Audiences” 
❖ Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVYnMJCMu8QD-69gv-_HmYA 
❖ Website: http://ginaross.com/ 
❖ Social: https://www.facebook.com/GinaRossITI/  
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All Trauma & Social Change Presentations are Proudly Sponsored by  
Steve Hoskinson, Organic Intelligence  

 
Steven Hoskinson is Founder and Chief Compassion Officer of Organic 
Intelligence®. For twenty-five years he has trained and mentored 
therapists and others at the intersection of trauma, embodiment and 
social responsibility. Organic Intelligence offers courses in its fully 
developed systems framework, including with CEs for professional 
post-graduate level training in trauma.  
 
OI’s Trauma Safe™ Trajectory features a carefully sequenced set of 
trainings, including the experiential 10-Week End of Trauma™ Course, the 
HEART@Home™ Coaching Certification, and the OI in-depth overview, 
PTSD: Post-Trauma System Development course. All courses are available 
online. 
 
PTSD: Post-Trauma System Development emphasizes skills and theory 
relevant to personal resilience, as well as for professional therapeutic 
understanding and intervention. This course also includes demonstration 
sessions, debriefed by Steve Hoskinson, and monthly online group 
meetings with Steve through 2021.  
 

 As an Embodiment Conference registrant, receive 50% off Post-Trauma System Development with this Conference’s 
Exclusive Offer. Use coupon code ENJOY when you register. organicintelligence.org 

 

Interested in securing LIFETIME ACCESS to the Embodiment Conference?  
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